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The year 2017 has brought some significant changes to 
Jeunesse. In addition to hiring a new managing editor, 
Lauren Bosc, and a new copy editor, Claire Wilkshire, 
we have moved the preceding managing editor, Larissa 
Wodtke, to a position on the editorial board and 
welcomed four new editors: Sally Campbell Galman, 
Associate Professor in the Department of Teacher 
Education and Curriculum Studies at the University of 
Massachusetts-Amherst in the United States; children’s 
and Victorian literature scholar Jennifer Harrison, who 
teaches at East Stroudsburg University in Pennsylvania, 
US; Haifeng Hui, Associate Professor in the School 
of Foreign Languages at Huazhong University of 
Science and Technology in Wuhan, China; and Jo 
Lampert, Professor of Education at La Trobe University 
in Melbourne, Australia. These new editors have not 
only enriched an already vibrant culture at Jeunesse 
but have also added to our expertise, further enabling 
us to work with authors from various disciplines and 
aiding in editing submissions from those parts of the 
world previously not represented on the board. While 
in the past our board has been dominated by Canadian 
scholars working in English departments and—more 
recently—by one scholar outside Canada working in 
the social sciences, we can now proclaim much greater 
interdisciplinarity and geographical diversity. This shift 
has happened gradually and with great care on the part 
of Jeunesse’s editors. Having begun as an academic, 
peer-reviewed journal working within a bilingual 
national frame—Canadian Children’s Literature (CCL)/
Littérature canadienne pour la jeunesse (LCJ)—Jeunesse 
has moved to an international and interdisciplinary 
scope, a transition that was neither something that 
could happen overnight nor something we wanted 
to force prematurely. Rather, the development of 
Jeunesse as a journal fundamentally different from 
its predecessor has proceeded in a way that seems 
natural in terms of the submissions we have been 
receiving since 2008 and the changing makeup of 
our editorial board. It took some time before scholars 
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working outside English departments felt comfortable 
considering Jeunesse as a venue for their work, and it 
has taken time to amass the expertise required to edit 
international and interdisciplinary submissions. As these 
have gradually expanded to include disciplines and 
fields that it had not been possible to publish under 
the umbrella of a national, predominantly Anglophone 
journal, and as editors with varying backgrounds and 
specializations have come and gone over the last nine 
years, Jeunesse has undergone a succession of small 
changes. Taken together, these changes represent 
a major transformation. It is our hope that we will 
continue to receive both interdisciplinary submissions 
and submissions from a range of disciplines and national 
contexts that explore topics, themes, and texts pertinent 
to young people.
This last Jeunesse issue of 2017 also marks a 
collaboration with the Association for Research in 
Cultures of Young People (ARCYP), which hosted a 
conference in October 2016 entitled Youngsters: On 
the Cultures of Children and Youth (Youngsters 2016). 
The conference, which attracted a wide range of artists, 
activists, international scholars, and professionals 
working within the humanities and social sciences, 
convened at Simon Fraser University’s downtown 
Harbour Centre campus in Vancouver, British Columbia, 
Canada. Rarely have I seen so many different disciplines 
represented at a conference. That such a wide range of 
approaches emerged at a conference run by a small, 
albeit growing, association is even more remarkable. 
Youngsters 2016 exemplifies the ongoing work of 
consolidating research on young people’s texts and 
cultures to clear a space for inter- and cross-disciplinary 
dialogue and research collaborations. Reflecting 
the diversity of the participants, some of the papers 
presented at Youngsters 2016 were interdisciplinary 
productions in and of themselves. The opportunity to 
witness collaboration among scholars from different 
discursive realms and, in some cases, different countries, 
was, at least for me, a refreshing change from those 
conferences that express a desire for interdisciplinarity 
and transnationalism but for some reason or another 
could not achieve it in practice. In the second editorial of 
this issue, outgoing ARCYP President Stuart Poyntz and 
incoming ARCYP President Naomi Hamer reflect on this 
landmark conference and introduce the three articles 
that came out of it and that are now included in this 
issue of Jeunesse.
In what remains of this first half of the editorial, I turn 
to the 150th anniversary of Canada as a self-governing 
entity within the British Empire, an event that marked 
2017 here in Canada, before remarking on those texts 
published within the past year that are positioned rather 
obliquely in relation to Canada’s sesquicentennial 
celebrations as a result of their willingness to think 
critically about the nation. Despite the suggestion in 
the report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
(TRC) in 2015 that “Canada is at a turning point in the 
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nation’s history” and, therefore, well positioned to “set out to do 
what 148 years of successive governments have not managed 
to achieve,” namely, reconciliation (Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission 221, 220); and despite the establishment of 
Reconciliation in Action: A National Engagement Strategy as one 
of the Canada 150 Signature Projects, not to mention abundant 
critiques of Canada as a colonizing nation, 2017 witnessed 
celebrations of Canada that ignored its atrocious record with 
respect to Indigenous peoples. Some of the children’s and 
young adult texts published throughout the year nevertheless 
tell a different story, not just about Canada but also about North 
America. In so doing, they demonstrate the ability of such texts to 
move beyond mere reproductions of the status quo to question 
the very foundations of nationalism and the discourses of 
multiculturalism on which nationalism relies to project the illusion 
of goodness and benevolence.
Young People, Young People’s Texts and Cultures, and Canada’s 
Sesquicentennial Celebrations
Throughout the past year there has been an explosion of texts, 
programs, and activities in honour of Canada’s sesquicentennial, 
many of them designed for and marketed to young people. 
Most of these interpolate young people as model-citizens-in-the-
making and invite them to think about the Canadian nation and 
their place within it. The Toronto Public Library, for example, 
celebrated the sesquicentennial with a list of 150 notable 
children’s books written or illustrated by Canadians. Other 
regional libraries paid similar homage to the nation, highlighting 
notable Canadian books and hosting events. Schools across the 
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country also participated in Canada 150, in some cases 
using the sesquicentennial to highlight institutional 
achievements. At Rockland Public School in Rockland, 
Ontario, students commemorated the event with 150 
acts of kindness; this initiative was one of eighty-five 
that took place in the Upper Canada District School 
Board (“This School”). In Halifax, students at École 
Rockingham School created a large-scale map of Canada 
using students’ drawings (“Halifax”). Post-secondary 
institutions also participated in Canada 150. The 
University of British Columbia celebrated with special 
art exhibits, music shows, and book launches, including 
the Aboriginal Unhistory Month Exhibit, which clearly 
challenges easy celebrations of the sesquicentennial 
(“Explore”). At my own university—the University of 
Winnipeg—whose 50th anniversary coincided with the 
sesquicentennial, we witnessed the installation of special 
banners throughout the downtown neighbourhood 
where the main campus is situated and a number of 
panels, symposia, and receptions, many of them paying 
tribute to distinguished alumni and “Manitoban Change-
Makers.”1 Additionally, the UW hosted one of the 
Canada 150 & Me Youth Forums2 during the lead-up to 
the sesquicentennial.
Even Canada’s financial institutions participated 
in Canada 150. To take two examples, Scotiabank 
coordinated with several charities to bring 150 bags of 
new hockey equipment to children, and TD geared its 
annual Canadian Children’s Book Week to the event 
(“TD Canadian”). “Read Across Canada / Lire aux quatre 
coins du Canada” became the title of this year’s TD 
Book Week.
Unfortunately, many of these initiatives failed to 
invite any significant critical thinking about Canada 
as a nation founded on and performative of settler 
colonialism, perpetuating the myth that Canada is a 
nation whose goodness and benevolence should be 
taken for granted. The TD program is a case in point: 
despite the fact that many of the children’s texts listed as 
recommended reading illuminate those aspects of the 
nation ignored or distorted by official discourses that 
emphasize harmonious multiculturalism, “Read across 
Canada / Lire aux quatre coins du Canada” does not 
on the whole appear to encourage young people to 
think about Canada’s status as a settler colony. Instead, 
as evidenced by TD’s promotion of the program on its 
website, the program merely pays homage to Canada 
as a country whose different provinces support the idea 
of multicultural harmony: “In celebration of Canada’s 
150th birthday, the online guide will also contain a listing 
of 150 books that pay tribute to the different regions 
of Canada” (“TD Canadian”). Paying tribute to the 
different regions of Canada may seem a praiseworthy 
aim, but the absence of invitations to think about the 
nation through the lens of settler colonialism is extremely 
troubling. When one considers how the Canadian 
government concurrently celebrates and restricts its 
new-found dedication to Indigenous youth participation 
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in its attempt to transform outdated social programs 
that are supposed to help them, this absence seems 
even more troubling. In Prairie Rising: Indigenous Youth, 
Decolonization, and the Politics of Intervention, global 
studies scholar and anthropologist Jaskiran Dhillon 
remains ambivalent about government interventions that 
tout the value of participation on the part of Indigenous 
youth, arguing that
participatory alliances reflect a changing form 
of settler colonialism through which the very 
constitution of Indigenous resurgence, social 
location, and political resistance continues to be 
mediated by the state under the ambiguous guise of 
“Indigenous involvement” and collaborative social 
reform efforts—reforms taking place in a time of 
extensive and mounting political contestations over 
land and water, and of persistent, systemic violence 
both on and off reserves. (22)
Rather than celebrate the many interpolations of 
young people as national citizens that have appeared 
throughout the course of Canada’s sesquicentennial 
celebrations, then, I would like instead to reflect on some 
of those texts produced in 2017 that attempt to trouble 
the nation—what we might consider the anti-Canada 
150 texts or, in a less polemical tone, those texts that 
invite young people to think twice about Canada 150, 
particularly in a climate of ongoing settler colonialism 
and neoliberalism; continued threats to our environment, 
many of them perpetuated by Big Oil and the Canadian 
government’s willingness to cooperate with the fossil-fuel 
industry; and deeply rooted systemic sexism, misogyny, 
ableism, elitism, racism, homophobia, transphobia, 
and transmisogyny. Many Canadian citizens have long 
imagined themselves to be radically different from their 
counterparts across the border, and young people’s texts 
have not been immune to this sentiment. Young people’s 
texts in Canada have been known to reproduce the 
notion that Canada is somehow less xenophobic than its 
neighbour to the south. The election of Donald Trump as 
US president has only further perpetuated this popular 
characterization of Canada. Tempering premature 
celebrations of Canada during its sesquicentennial, a 
number of the young people’s texts published in Canada 
over the past year help to redress the sparseness of 
critical subtexts by constructing narratives that re-story 
both Canada and the US in new and subversive ways.
Re-Storying North America: #NotYourPrincess, Saints 
and Misfits, and Me, Me, Me
There would not be enough room in this editorial 
to temper overly celebratory accounts of the Canadian 
nation in this year of Canada 150 with examples of 
the powerful work currently being done by children’s 
and young adult fiction writers in North America, so 
I’ll restrict myself to just a few examples. Designed 
for and marketed to Indigenous girls, Lisa Charleyboy 
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and Mary Beth Leatherdale’s edited book of poems, artwork, 
letters, statements, essays, personal reflections, and stories entitled 
#NotYourPrincess dovetails beautifully with Dhillon’s Prairie Rising 
in speaking back to Canada as a settler colonial nation. In one of 
the opening contributions to the volume, “Blankets of Shame,” 
Maria Campbell conveys the important message that even when 
it pretends to be benevolent toward Indigenous peoples, the 
Canadian government induces a sense of shame in them:
My Cheechum used to tell me that when the government gives 
you something, they take all that you have in return—your pride, 
your dignity, all the things that make you a living soul. When 
they are sure they have everything, they give you a blanket 
to cover your shame. She said that the churches—with their 
talk about God, the Devil, heaven, and hell—and residential 
schools taught children to be ashamed: we’re all a part of that 
government. When I tried to explain to her that our teacher said 
governments were made by the people, she told me, “It only 
looks like that from the outside, my girl.” (16)
The accompanying artwork—a piece by Ka’ila Farrell-Smith—features 
an Indigenous woman wearing a Hudson’s Bay blanket, her head 
tilted backward and her mouth open in what appears to be a silent 
scream. In the poem “Leaks,” whose speaker appears to be a mother 
reflecting on her child’s experience of racism, Leanne Betasamosake 
Simpson supplements Campbell’s and Farrell-Smith’s interventions 
about shame with one of her own, pointing out in the last two 
lines that “you are not a vessel for white settler shame, / even if I 
am the housing that failed you” (29). In yet another contribution to 
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the volume, “Reclaiming Indigenous Women’s Rights,” 
Nahanni Fontaine reminds Indigenous girls that “what we 
currently believe or are fed as ‘feminine’ characteristics 
or behaviours are firmly entrenched within the confines 
of western patriarchy” (25). “Indigenous women,” she 
declares, “have always known and embodied beauty, 
independence, courage, strength, forgiveness, generosity, 
resilience, and authenticity” (25). Indigenous girls’ 
potential reliance on dominant models of femininity 
to the exclusion of Indigenous models is addressed in 
another piece in #NotYourPrincess, in which Tiffany Midge 
responds to a call for submissions from Native American 
artists that reclaim Tiger Lily as an icon of Indigenous 
womanhood by expressing how she has had the honour 
of being shaped by the actual Indigenous women in her 
life. Tiger Lily was “never [ . . . her] model of Indigenous 
womanhood”; rather, when Midge thinks about models 
of Indigenous womanhood, she thinks about her mother, 
her grandmothers, her sister, her aunts, and her cousins 
(67). “There is no ‘taking back,’ no ‘reclamation’ of an 
idea that never belonged to Indians in the first place,” she 
insists—“Would anyone want to reclaim Frito Bandito? 
Aunt Jemima? Charlie Chan? God, no. These images are 
analogous to images of Tiger Lily” (67). In one of the many 
bolded statements that pepper the book, Winona LaDuke 
remarks that
The first thing I am is a person. I am a woman. And 
I am part of a nation, the Indian nation. But people 
either relate to you as an Indian or as a woman. They 
relate to you as a category. A lot of people don’t 
realize that I am not that different from everyone else. 
(32)
The volume as a whole suggests that part of the problem 
with dominant media representations of Indigenous 
girls and women is precisely that they tend to remake 
them in the image of whiteness while also reserving 
enough of the exotic to produce a tantalizing mix for 
the benefit of white settler audiences. Figures such 
as Tiger Lily and Pocahontas all too readily come to 
stand in for all Indigenous girls and women. A piece 
that appears midway through the book, “Freedom in 
the Fog,” counters, in Zooey Roy’s reflection on her 
own experience, the kinds of negative stereotypes and 
structures that collaborate to produce a lack of self-
esteem and positive sense of self-worth in Indigenous girls 
and women. Roy is careful to articulate the inextricability 
of individual psychology and systemic racism, pointing 
out that the settler colonial nation is rigged to ensure 
Indigenous failure:
Going from the police station to the cruiser, to the 
youth detention centre, to the holding cells, to the 
courtroom made me acutely aware that it wasn’t a 
coincidence I was there. I take responsibility for the 
crimes that I’ve done. But almost everyone who was 
incarcerated was Aboriginal and everyone who had 
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decision-making power was not. The place was built 
for us. I didn’t want to be a statistic. I decided to rebel 
against the system and be successful. (48)
Accompanying this story are two photographs of Roy 
looking happy and empowered. These photographs 
counter the kinds of negative images and stereotypes 
that abound about Indigenous girls in Canada. As 
evidenced by Roy’s contribution and others in the 
book, all of which soften hard truths with empowering 
words and images, #NotYourPrincess aims to inspire its 
readers. All of the contributions function as reminders 
of the negative psychic effects of living in a settler 
colonial context as an Indigenous person, but also 
as models of how to deal with these effects and as 
reassurances that one is not alone. In “I Am the Only 
American Indian,” for example, Cecelia Rose LaPointe 
tells of being “the only American Indian sitting at the 
table during lunch,” an experience, which, for all its 
awkwardness, enables her to notice just how much 
segregation structures social life in Michigan despite 
American pretensions to national unity and coherence: 
“There’s a group of White kids over there. A group of 
Black kids over there. Congregation segregation” (76). 
The capitalization of “white” and “black” underlines 
the pervasiveness and systemic nature of ethnic stigma, 
especially for those who fall outside White—the norm 
and default subject in both Canada and the US— 
while the consonance of “Congregation segregation” 
exposes multicultural harmony as nothing more than an 
advertising jingle.
That #NotYourPrincess crosses the Canada–US border 
in the nationality of its contributors and the settings of 
their work and reflections is significant, not just because 
the border divides Indigenous communities but because 
colonialism is ongoing in both nations. Such disruptions of 
the perceived boundedness on which nationalism relies 
functions simultaneously as a reminder that the drawing 
of borders is arbitrary and that Indigenous resistance is 
transnational. Including pieces from Indigenous peoples 
in Canada and the US, moreover, allows #NotYourPrincess 
to emphasize common experiences and struggles of 
Indigenous girls and women within nations that pride 
themselves on being a “multicultural mosaic” (Canada) 
and a “melting pot” (the US) even as the Canadian and 
US governments initiate policies and projects designed to 
assimilate Indigenous peoples. LaPointe’s statement “We 
are so divided by race” (76) applies to Canada as much 
as the US; all of the contributors echo this sentiment. At 
the same time, however, as a founding member of the 
collective ReMatriate reiterates in a piece near the end of 
the book, Indigenous peoples on both sides of the border 
cannot be homogenized:
We’re [the members of the ReMatriate collective] 
trying to capture the breadth of the number of 
distinct Indigenous cultures that actually exist in North 
America—from the urban Indigenous to extremely 
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rural communities. There’s a huge variety of lived 
experiences among Indigenous peoples. We’re not 
a token image; we’re from very vast cultures over a 
massive land base. (94)
Recognizing similar experiences and attempts at 
erasure across national borders in North America 
is crucial political work in the era of Trump, but as 
#NotYourPrincess reminds its readers, any attempt to find 
similarities among Indigenous peoples living on both 
sides of the border should be accompanied by careful 
delineations of the differences between them. This is 
especially important at a time when popular media and 
discourse in North America tend to erase differences 
among Indigenous peoples.
S. K. Ali’s young adult novel Saints and Misfits 
represents another cross-border intervention, as Ali 
lives in Canada but sets her story in the US. Whereas 
#NotYourPrincess represents and is marketed to 
Indigenous girls, Ali’s novel engages Muslim communities, 
which have experienced unprecedented levels of 
prejudice and discrimination in North America since 
9/11. Saints and Misfits participates in the hard work of 
relaying different kinds of Muslim experiences to broad 
readerships in a way that does not reduce young Muslim 
adults to victims. Although it highlights the experiences of 
young Muslims in the United States, it no doubt provides 
a powerful point of identification for young Muslims in 
Canada, as Islamophobia is a problem in both countries. 
Narrated in the first person by Janna Yusuf, a hijabi teen, 
the novel tells a story about a young woman struggling 
to negotiate several overlapping institutions, including 
the family, the high school, and, in the wake of a sexual 
assault Janna experiences at the hands of her friend’s 
cousin, Farooq—a young man who has earned great 
respect in the community as a result of his model Muslim 
behaviour—the mosque. While the book does not, to 
its credit, focus solely on Janna’s experience of sexual 
assault—to do so would reduce her complexly layered 
teen experience to mere victimhood—it models how 
young girls, and Muslim girls in particular, might respond 
to such experiences in a way that maximizes individual 
healing while also exposing perpetrators and thereby 
helping to ensure that other girls are not subjected to the 
same violence. Especially in terms of its representation 
of Islam, key to Janna’s gradual acceptance of the 
responsibility to report Farooq’s behaviour are the 
interventions of Sausun, a young niqabi whose own 
radical politics are signalled by her vegetarian diet and 
the Doc Martens she sports underneath her abaya. As 
with Campbell’s piece in #NotYourPrincess, Ali here 
reverses the kinds of expectations that many teen readers 
in the US might have when faced with a niqabi: rather 
than conservatism or acceptance of oppression—two 
interpretations niqabis often hear in the US—Sausun’s 
adoption of the niqab comes to signify her unique values, 
personality, and religious practice within the fictional 
world of the novel at the same time as the veil connects 
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her to other niqabis. As Janna begins to admire Sausun 
from afar, she imagines the kinds of advantages she 
would have were she also to adopt a niqab; in addition 
to the elegant aloofness the wearing of a niqab seems to 
afford, at least for Sausun, Janna fantasizes about how 
the garment might help her to evade the violating stare of 
Farooq, whom she dubs the “monster”:
What would it feel like to glide by the monster, all in 
black, like Sausun? I’d give him no access to me, or my 
expressions, even my body language, if I wore a huge 
tentlike outfit. I could be giving him the finger the 
whole time, and he wouldn’t even know it. (197-98)
Supplementing Janna’s slow realization that Sausun’s 
adoption of the niqab might be read in positive ways, she 
learns that Sausun has partnered up with another niqabi 
to launch a vlog in which the two girls christen themselves 
the “Niqabi Ninjas.” The aim of the vlog is to use humour 
to encourage other young girls not to be afraid of niqabis. 
Once Janna gets to know the mysterious Sausun, who 
introduces her to the vlog, she reflects that “this is not the 
Sausun I thought I knew” (216). The distance between 
outward and visible signs and inner character is one 
of the primary tensions in Ali’s novel. Not only does 
Farooq’s outward and visible deportment contradict his 
inner character, but letters written to Janna’s imam by 
Muslims struggling to reconcile their outward and visible 
deportment with their inner desires also pepper the 
novel. These letters, in addition to the inspiring if dubious 
market-success-oriented messages Janna’s father sends 
Janna as part of a listserv attached to his work, contribute 
to the polyvocality of Saints and Misfits. Rather than 
further cementing the US as a harmonious melting pot, 
the novel draws attention to the discordant notes that 
make up the nation and suggests that with some hard 
work, bridges can be built.
While it focuses on the lives of three individual girls, 
Annika Dunklee and Lori Joy Smith’s picture book Me, 
Me, Me—also published in 2017—emphasizes the dangers 
of privileging any one voice in a collective and, therefore, 
can be added to this brief account of recent interventions 
into overly celebratory national discourses. The book 
tells the story of three girls, Lillemor, Lilianne, and Annie, 
who are initially distinguished from each other by hue 
and language—Lillemor is a white blonde who speaks 
Swedish, Lilianne a brown girl who speaks French, and 
Annie a white brunette who speaks a made-up language. 
All is harmonious until their teacher announces a talent 
show, at which point Annie begins to take over, claiming 
that because an all-girl singing group is her idea, she 
has the right to decide on the song, the costumes, the 
roles each girl will play in the group, and a name for 
the group. Appropriately, given her selfishness, Annie 
wants to christen the group the “Mi Mi Mis!” When 
Lillemor and Lilianne grow tired of Annie’s domineering 
attitude—“Me, Me, Me is right!”—they abandon her and 
try to form a duet. Meanwhile, after having grown tired of 
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her attempted solo act, Annie recruits two new girls to form another 
trio. Penny and Ella, however, are even less cooperative than Lillemor 
and Lilianne and very quickly take over with their own ideas, insisting 
on wearing all white and calling the group “the Snowflakes.” The book 
concludes with Lillemor and Lilianne realizing that they really do need 
Annie after all—“Annie is great at hitting high notes”—and with Annie 
realizing that being part of a group means compromising. Apologizing 
in her own made-up language—“Yabba doo boo hoo”—Annie rejoins 
the group, now rechristened “All One!” The parting illustration is of 
the three girls spotlighted on the school stage together, all of them 
wearing sparkling silver dresses and gleefully holding golden trophies, 
with Penny, Ella, and two boys cheering them on from the floor.
Although this book ends on the by-now-tiresome, saccharine 
multicultural-harmony note so typical of Canadian picture books that 
interpolate young readers as fledgling citizens of a nation whose 
goodness and benevolence should be taken for granted, its narration 
of the dangers of abiding by one dominant and very white voice 
constitutes an important message for young people growing up in 
North America today. Reading the book allegorically, one could argue 
that Annie’s made-up language represents the two-sided discourse of 
the Canadian government, which gives with one hand while taking 
with the other. Tellingly, perhaps, Annie utters her most incoherent 
lines when she is either agreeing with the other girls or apologizing for 
having been so domineering.
In this issue of Jeunesse, we include three articles in addition to 
the three Youngsters 2016 pieces, about which Poyntz and Hamer 
remark in the second of the two editorials featured in this issue, 
and while they do not necessarily set out to dismantle nationalist 
discourses, they do challenge dominant conceptions of young 
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people. In “‘Because That’s What We Do . . . We Sit and 
We Drink and We Talk’: Stories and Storytelling among 
Street-Involved Youth,” Lisa Mitchell and Marion Selfridge 
use narrative research to gain an understanding of the 
experiences and perceptions of street-involved youth 
in Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. The aim of this 
research is to gain insight into and subsequently to find 
solutions to the problems that such youth face. Employing 
critical discourse and media frame analysis, Heather 
Osborne examines constructions of young people 
as media pirates in “Digital Piracy, Digital Practices: 
Changing Discourse on Young People and Downloading 
in Canadian Newspapers.” The two periods on which 
she focuses—1998–2000 and 2010–2012, during which 
copyright law was modernized in Canada and the US—
show that dominant representations of young people’s 
negotiation of digital media reflect shifts in and public 
attitudes toward downloading and copyright law. In 
“Constructing the Twentieth-Century Child: Postcolonial 
Retellings of Estevanico from Cabeza de Vaca’s La 
Relación,” Cristina Rhodes interrogates colonial tales that 
have been revised for the benefit of children, arguing that 
despite their pretensions to diversity they ultimately serve 
a white American nationalist agenda. Rather than inviting 
critiques of colonialist imperialism, then, postcolonial 
retellings of tales such as Álvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca’s 
La Relación merely end up demonstrating how racist 
and colonialist imperialist texts from the past can serve 
xenophobic agendas in the present.
The reviews in this issue of Jeunesse cover a wide range 
of topics. In a piece that has considerable overlap with 
Rhodes’ article, Sean Carleton assesses a new edition of a 
1974 landmark study, the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood’s 
The Shocking Truth About Indians in Textbooks. Nicole 
Markotić explores six children’s books that engage 
disability in “Stories about Strength and Disability: How 
We Get Along,” identifying patterns that reproduce and 
challenge discursive constructions of bodies deemed 
different or “abnormal.” In “Teen Bedrooms as Sites of Self-
Actualization and Containment,” Mary-Ann Shantz reviews 
Jason Reid’s recently published Get Out of My Room! 
A History of Teen Bedrooms in America. In “Childhood 
Studies Go to War,” Ashley Henrickson assesses Lissa 
Paul, Rosemary R. Johnston, and Emma Short’s Children’s 
Literature and Culture of the First World War. Supplementing 
Henrickson’s review is Mélanie Morin-Pelletier’s “Deeply 
Rooted in Our History,” which considers Linda Granfield’s 
The Vimy Oaks: A Journey to Peace, a picture book whose 
publication coincides with both Canada’s sesquicentennial 
and the 100th anniversary of the Battle of Vimy Ridge, an 
event that continues to be interpreted in often uncritical 
ways as a key turning point in Canada’s progress from 
colony to nation. While the anniversary of Vimy Ridge has 
proved to be less controversial than Canada 150, The Vimy 
Oaks—based on a true story—brings into relief the difficulty 
of taking idealized nationalism to task without trivializing 
the very real sacrifices and suffering experienced by those 
who serve it as soldiers.
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Notes
1 Manitoban Change-Makers are defined as those Manitobans 
who have distinguished themselves in “their dedication to human 
rights, social justice, and sustainable peace” (“Canada 150 Medal 
Reception”).
2 Canada 150 & Me was created by Experiences Canada to facilitate 
four regional Youth Forums designed for young people ages 14–19 to 
“take a leadership role in celebrating Canada’s 150th birthday” (“What 
is Canada 150 & Me?”). Each forum focuses on a different theme. The 
human-rights-themed forum was held in Winnipeg and was hosted 
by both the University of Winnipeg and the Canadian Museum for 
Human Rights (CMHR).
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